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Friday, April 29 of 2016

Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the Eagle of Light bus during the
journey from the city of Rivera to the Marian Center of Aurora, Paysandu, Uruguay, to
the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

I am that universal Light of Aurora that illuminates the wounded spaces of the
consciousness, bringing healing and a cure to the whole being.

I am that Ray of Aurora that purifies the corrupted particles of humanity and
transforms them into codes of redemption.

I am that Spring of healing of Aurora that renews everything it touches and radiates
principles of redemption.

I am that green Flame of Aurora that in devotion, elevates those who cry out for
liberation.

I am that precious and green Crystal of Aurora that scatters victorious lights upon the
souls that confirm their union with that state of redemption.

I am the green Star of Aurora that summons the soldiers to the path of a profound
awakening.

I am that brilliant Light of the Kingdom of Aurora that calls disciples to inner
instruction; in this way, I form the redeemed legions of Christ in this end time.

I am that green Fire of Aurora that like a torch, illuminates the path of the followers of
the Plan.

I am that invisible Mirror of Aurora that attracts the principles of brotherhood and
unity.

You, children, can be Aurora each time you unite with it and affirm your union with
the Hierarchy.

May the New Aurora awaken in the life of each being. May the suns, which still do not
shine, recognize the great convocation of the Plan.

Aurora calls you to form the first ranks of the armies of the Plan. Aurora invokes its
Sacred Center so that the self-summoned awaken to the Plan.

I thank you for responding to My call!
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In the healing Light of Aurora,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


